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-dynamo wave propagating with �xed period from the poleto the equator (see Parker [1]); for a recent review see R�udiger and Arlt[2]. Since such oscillatory behaviour is a robust feature generic to all �
-dynamo models, the simplicity of the idea is compelling. Both solar andstellar dynamos generally operate in convective spherical shells. There aretwo limiting cases, namely thick or thin shells as characterised by the ratio" of the shell thickness to shell radius. In the thick shell limit, it is necessaryto consider the full partial di�erential equations involving the radial andlatitudinal dependence. Conversely in the thin shell limit " � 1, it is pos-sible to average the dynamo equations radially leaving a one-dimensionalsystem dependent on the latitude � alone.Numerical integrations (Moss et al. [3]) of the full partial di�eren-tial equations governing axisymmetric �
-dynamos in the thin shell limit" � 1, upon which we will focus, indicate that there is a short latitudi-nal length scale comparable to the shell depth. Advantage of this featurewas taken by Kuzanyan and Sokolo� [4], who employed WKBJ methodsto solve the one-dimensional kinematic �
-dynamo system with latitudi-nally dependent �-e�ect and di�erential rotation. This non-uniform back-ground is characterised by local magnetic Reynolds numbers with func-tional forms �"�1R�f(�) and "�2R
g(�) respectively; the product of the



2dimensionless parameters �"�1R� and "�2R
 de�nes the dynamo num-ber �"�3D := �"�3R�R
. The quasi-kinematic extension, in which the�-e�ect is quenched, was investigated both analytically and numerically byMeunier et al. [5]. Strictly the �
-dynamo case corresponds to R� ! 0.When R� is �nite, the dynamo is of �2
-type, for which Gri�ths et al. [6]undertook the corresponding analytic development (but see also Meunieret al. [7]). In this paper we summarise some of their key results and out-line further recent developments, which include new supporting numericalevidence.Our �2
-dynamo waves are governed by the model equations@A@t = �B + "2@2A@�2 � A;@B@t = "Dg(�) � R2� �"2 @@� ��@A@� �� �A�+ "2@2B@�2 � B; 9>>>>=>>>>; (1)where, in suitable dimensionless units, t is time, B and �"R�@A=@� arethe azimuthal and radial magnetic �elds respectively (jBj is the total �eld),and the scaled dynamo numberD := R�R
 (2)has the opposite sign to that often employed. We restrict our discussion tothe particular case f(�) := sin � and g(�) := 2 cos � and so introduce thescaled �-e�ect Reynolds and Dynamo numbersR(�) = R� sin � and D(�) = D sin(2�) ; (3)respectively.The reduced problem is characterised by the two parameters R� and D.To understand the nature of the solutions that our numerical integrations of(1) reveal, it is helpful to note the simple steady state solutions with longazimuthal length scales. For them, all � derivatives in (1) are negligibleexcept in thin boundary layers which have no signi�cant consequences. Sorestricting attention to the Northern hemisphere, the zero amplitude statebifurcates to R�A = B = BS(�), whereBS(�) := 8<: �p(R(�)� 1)=2 on a polar cap �S < � < �=2 ,0 elsewhere on 0 � � < �S ; (4)and �S = sin�1(1=R�). There is a polar boundary layer of latitudinal lengthscale O(") across which adjustments of A and B are made to meet the po-lar boundary conditions. There is a boundary layer also at �S leading to



3exponentially small values of the magnetic �eld at the equator � = 0. Con-sequently the nature of our asymptotics means that we cannot comment onsymmetry as we are unable to distinguish between dipole and quadrupoleparity. This is a general feature of the thin shell limit which is not restrictedto these particular �2-dynamo modes. Only for thick shells can these im-portant parity issues be addressed (see e.g. Jennings [8] and Tobias [9]).Our main concern is with the bifurcation to short length scale travellingwaves either as a primary bifurcation from the zero amplitude state or as asecondary bifurcation from the steady �nite amplitude state (4). For �xedR� that bifurcation occurs at some critical value Dc(R�) of the dynamonumber D with some critical frequency !c. The latitudinal length scale ofthese modes is O("). We also determine the nature of the fully developed�nite amplitude travelling wave states. These are localised at mid-latitudesand can be identi�ed simply by demanding that the magnetic �eld associ-ated with them decays to zero as both the pole and equator are approached.They also have the generic feature that these (Parker [1]) waves evaporatesmoothly at some latitude �P at the equatorial end but are terminatedabruptly across a front of width O(") (the wave length scale) at some lat-itude �F at the polar end. The presence of fronts in this class of dynamoproblems was �rst identi�ed by Worledge et al. [10] in the case of a uni-form background state. Much of the underlying analytical theory for ournon-uniform background is reviewed by Soward [11].2. Linear TheorySince the waves of interest have short O(") length scale, we consider aWKBJ representation of small perturbations locally proportional toexp(i�) ; where � := !t+ "�1R k d� : (5)In the case of perturbations to the non-magnetic basic state, the complexfrequency ! is related to the complex wave number k(�) by the dispersionrelation (i! + 1 + k2)2 � R2(1 + k2) � iDk = 0 : (6)For perturbations to the steady �2-dynamo (4), we write[R�A;B] = BS(�)[1; 1] + [R�a(�); b(�)] exp(i�) (7)and the most important consequence of BS 6= 0 is that the �-e�ect isquenched. As a result the coe�cient of the exponential of the linearisedperturbation toR�� � R�AB � is 1R � 1 �(R� 1)�(R� 1) 1 � � R�ab � : (8)



4Thus linearising (1) leads, for R � 1, to the local dispersion relation[i! + 1 + k2 + (1�R�1)]2 �R�1[1 + k2 � (1�R�1)]� iR�2Dk = 0 (9)which replaces (6) at locations �, where BS(�) 6= 0. Of course, both relationsare identical at �S , where R(�S) = 1.In order that the WKBJ solution is a uniformly valid approximationeverywhere between the equator and the pole it is necessary that both thecomplex group velocity and complex phase mixing vanish,!;k = 0 ; !;� = 0 ; Im f!g = 0 ; (10)at some �c and kc possibly complex (see Huerre and Monkewitz [12]). Theseconditions have been applied to the dispersion relation (6). When R� = 0,�c is located at �=4, the local dynamo number maximum, but kc is complex(see Kuzanyan and Sokolo� [4]). This means that the maximum of thegenerated magnetic �eld is localised elsewhere at a lower latitude �M (say).AsR� is increased, �c(R�) moves o� the real axis and becomes fully complexlike kc(R�) (see Gri�ths et al. [6]). Otherwise, the characteristics of thesolution are similar to the localised R� = 0 �
-dynamo wave.3. Nonlinear Analytic TheoryWeakly nonlinear theory is di�cult to implement in the small "-limit andleads to surprisingly complicated results (see Gri�ths et al. [6], Bassomet al. [13]). Its range of applicability is limited to a very small region ofparameter space and the results that can be obtained are not that helpful(see Le Diz�es et al. [14]).A more fruitful approach is to study fully developed �nite amplitudestates. Unlike the marginal small amplitude solutions which are localisedin the neighbourhood of some latitude �M , the �nite amplitude waves existover the extended range �P < � < �F . These travelling wave solutionsdepend locally on the single variable � (see (5)) and have amplitude andwavelength 2�=k (real) which vary with latitude �. They merge smoothlywith the linear WKBJ solutions at �P . On the other hand, the simple wavestructure just described is lost at �F , where the frontal structure dependson both (� � �F )=" and t explicitly.In fact the role of the front may be thought of in terms of a wavetransition problem. The arrival of the �nite amplitude wave at the frontleads to linear transmitted and reected waves. The linear transmittedwaves provide the key to the existence of the front itself. According to both(6) and (9), there are four roots for k leading to four distinct WKBJ typesolutions. Only those which decay towards the pole are acceptable and theothers that grow have to be rejected. This is only achieved when two of the



5roots coincide, which is equivalent to the vanishing of the complex groupvelocity !;k = 0 : (11)The importance of this frontal condition was identi�ed by Dee and Langer[15] and is now known as the Dee-Langer condition. The double root featuremeans that the two corresponding WKBJ solutions are disentangled in athicker transition layer ahead of the front (see Meunier et al. [5], Bassomet al. [13], Bassom and Soward [16] and also Pier et al. [17]).To determine the �nite amplitude solution, the Dee-Langer conditionis applied to the linear dispersion relation. For given R� and D, this leadsto explicit values of real ! and �F but complex k(�F ), when they exist. Inone sense the value of the frequency ! is the key to the solution as wellas being the focal point of physical applications (see e.g. R�udiger and Arlt[18]). Once it is determined, the remaining characteristics follow.For given R�, the minimum value Dmin at which frontal solutions existis of interest. For R� = 0, it coincides with the critical value; Dmin = Dcbut for R� > 0, the frontal solutions are subcritical; Dmin < Dc. Froma mathematical point of view this subcriticality is traced to the complexvalue of �c. The fact that �c moves further from the real axis signals thestabilising inuence of phase mixing on the linear solution; the nonlinearfrontal solution relaxes the phase mixing constraint because the Dee-Langercondition is not concerned with !;�.4. Nonlinear Numerical ResultsWe integrated the governing equations (1) as an initial problem from anarbitrary seed �eld. The numerical solutions were computed until the tran-sients had died away leaving a periodic solution. The numerical methodused a pseudo{spectral tau{collocation method with the Chebyshev poly-nomials. The time stepping is performed with a Crank{Nicholson methodfor the di�usion terms, and the Adams{Bashford method for the remainingterms. All the selected results reported here are for the case" = �=600 ; (12)which was employed in the original R� = 0 calculations of Meunier et al. [5].This value is certainly far smaller than is appropriate for solar applicationsfor which " is about 1=3. We adopt the small value �=600 to emphasise theasymmetry of the solutions and the frontal structure.For the case R� = 0, the asymptotics predicts the values Dc � 8:71,!c � 1:73, and Dmin = Dc, !min = !c. In �gure 1 we display the numeri-cally computed amplitude of B at some �xed time for D = 9:0. The "! 0analytic theory, predicts that ! = !c and 2�F =� = 0:58. Our numerical
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Figure 1. The case R� = 0, D = 9:0.
Figure 2. The case R� = 1:0, D = 9:0.results, which are comparable to those reported by Meunier et al. [5], de-termine ! = 1:747, while the analytic value of �F is consistent with �gure 1.The front width is seen to be about two wavelengths as illustrated also byTobias et al. [19]. This is a robust feature which is not particularly sensitiveto the value of D. On the other hand, the latitudinal range broadens andthe amplitude of the magnetic �eld increases with D.For the case R� = 1, the asymptotics predicts the values Dc � 7:26,!c � 1:44, and Dmin � 6:98, !min � 1:35. In �gure 2, we again plot thenumerically integrated B, and it illustrates essentially the same features as�gure 1. The realised frequency ! = 1:25 is close to the analytic predic-tion ! = 1:148, while the front location is visably close to the analyticalprediction 2�F =� = 0:777.The case R� = 1:4 illustrated in �gure 3 is particularly interestingbecause the basic state has bifurcated to the steady �2-state. The defect
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Figure 3. The case R� = 1:4, D = 9:0.visible at the pole is due to the application of zero boundary conditionsthere. It may be removed by application of more physically realistic bound-ary conditions but does not a�ect the results elsewhere. The front is clearlyvisible riding on the steady state solution. Applying the Dee-Langer con-dition to formula (9) appropriate to that �nite amplitude state determines! = 1:381, 2�F =� = 0:5778. The numerical results yield ! = 1:446, whichtogether the visibly estimated value of �F provide a healthy agreementbetween the theory and numerics.Preliminary numerical calculations at higher values of D for variousvalues of R� suggest that the solution bifurcates and introduces secondfrequencies; further bifurcations lead on to chaos. An interesting featureis that for given R� and D, the di�erent frequencies might dominate atdi�erent latitudes. Nevertheless, the dominant frequency at the front wasalways found to be that predicted by our use of the Dee-Langer criterion.AcknowledgementsY.P. gratefully acknowledges the support of a Leverhulme Fellowship,grant no. F/144/AH, at the University of Exeter between August, 1997 andAugust, 2000. The numerical calculations were performed using the com-puting facilities of the laboratory Cassini, Observatoire de Nice (France),provided by the program \(SIVAM)" and the computing facilities of IDRIS(Palaiseau, France).References1. Parker, E.N. (1955) Hydromagnetic dynamo models, Astrophys. J., 122, pp. 293{314
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